Introduction
Let P be a properly supported pseudo-differential operator of order m on a C ~ manifold X. We shall assume that the symbol of P is a sum of terms homogeneous of degree m, m-1 .... and we denote the principal symbol by p.
Definition I.I. P is said to satisfy condition (P) if there is no C ~ complex valued function q in T*X\O such that Im qp takes both positive and negative values on a bicharacteristic of Re qp where qr By a bicharacteristic of Re qp we mean an integral curve of the Hamilton field Re Hqp on which Re qp vanishes. (Some authors call this a null-bicharacteristic.) We say that P is of principal type if dpr when p=0. For operators of principal type satisfying condition (P) and with no bicharacteristics trapped over a point, Nirenberg and Treves [5] proved local solvability when the principal symbol is analytic. Beals and Fefferman [1] extended their result to the C ~ case. H6r-mander [3] proved semi-global solvability by studying the propagation of singularities for the adjoint operator. In this paper we shall study the case which was left open in [3] . Definition 1.2. We denote by cgz the set of (x, ~)C T*X\O such that p(x, ~)--0 and [m qp vanishes of third order at (x, 4) for some qC C ~ (T*X"x0) such that q(x, ~) ~o.
When u is a distribution we define the regularity function s*~ (x, 4) fol (x, r T*X\O as the supremum of all real s such that uEHc, ) at (x, ~), that is, u=ua+u2 where uaEH (s) and (x, 4)r WF(u.~) .
Arbitrarily close to a one dimensional bicharacteristic in cga there may exist bicharacteristics on which d Re p and d Im p are linearly independent. There we know that s* is a superharmonic function with respect to a natural analytic structure if PuE C= (X) . When approaching the one dimensional bicharacteristic the superharmonicity degenerates to the minimum principle with respect to constant functions, and we are led to the following theorem. Theorem 1.3. Let P be a properly supported pseudo-differential operator of order m on a C ~ manifoM X, satisfying condition (P). Let J be a compact interval on a one dimensional bicharacteristic in ~3. If uE~'(X), and s is a real constant such that s<=s~u+m-1 on Jand < * < * s=s, at cgJ, then s=su on J.
Thus if s<-_s~u on J then rain (s*, s+m-1) satisfies the minimum principle with respect to constant functions on J, that is, either it is monotonic or else it rises monotonically to a maximum value and falls monotonically afterwards. Note that Theorem 1.3 gives additional information on s u even in the cases of Theorems 6.1 and 6.6 in [3] , which on embedded one dimensional bicharacteristics only give information on the infimum of s*.
In the proof of Theorem 1.3 we shall use the Weyl calculus developed by H6r-mander [4] . For definitions, notations and calculus results we refer the reader to [4] . The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we reduce the proof of Theorem 1.3 to the a priori estimates of Proposition 2.7. We define a metric in Section 3 which is a modification of the one used by Beals and Fefferman [l] to prove the local solvability of operators satisfying condition (P). In Section 4 we state and prove the a priori estimates we shall use in the proof of Proposition 2.7. When localizing these estimates we must have operators which approximately commute with P. In order to construct such operators we have to find uniformly bounded solutions to the Hamilton equations. This is done in Section 5 and the results are used in Section 6 to construct solutions with special properties. Finally we prove Proposition 2.7 in Section 7, thus finishing the proof of Theorem 1.3.
I would like to thank my teacher Professor Lars H6rmander who suggested this problem to me and whose constant encouragement and advice have been of invaluable help.
Reduction to a priori estimates
In this section we shall reduce the proof of Theorem 1.3 to certain a priori estimates (Proposition 2.7). For simplicity we do this in several steps, where we microlocalize and prepare the symbol of the operator.
By multiplying with an elliptic pseudo-differential operator of order 1 -m we may assume that m ~-1. The symbol of P is then an asymptotic sum of homogeneous terms
p(x, ~)+po(x, ~)+p_~(x, ~)+...
where the principal symbol p is homogeneous of degree 1 and pj is homogeneous of degree j in the r variables.
To prove Theorem 1.3 it suffices to show that if J is a compact interval on a one dimensional bicharacteristic in ~3, and if s<s*+l/15, s<s~, on J and s<s* on OJ, then s<=s * on J. In fact, since s*> -N on Jfor some N, we obtain Theorem 1.3 by iterating this result with s<k/15-N. Since conjugation by an elliptic operator of order s does not change the principal symbol, it suffices to prove the case s=0. Thus, Theorem 1.3 will follow if we prove the following Proposition 2.
Assume that P is of order 1 and satisfies the condition (P).
Asgume that J is a compact interval on a one dimensional bicharacteristic in ~a, and u is a distribution such that for some e >0 uEH(_m5 ) and PuEH(~) on J, uEH(,) at OJ.
Then it follows that uEH(0 ) on J.
We shall now prepare the operator so that microlocally it becomes a differential operator in the x0 variable and a pseudo-differential operator in the x" variables depending on. the parameter xo, ()Co, x')ER "+1. We shall use the symbol classes S(h~, go) in T'R", where go is the metric and g0(t, z) = Itl2+izl~/(l+lUI 2) at (x', ~') at (x', ~').
h~ --sup go (t, z)/g~(t, z) : (1 + I~'l~) -1 It, l: Assume that R~I)t~7(t)EJ is a compact interval on a one dimensional bicharacteristic in cg a, which does not have the radial direction. (Proposition 2.1 is empty if the direction is radial.) Then Proposition 2.5 in [3] gives that we can extend y to a homogeneous canonical transformation Z from a neighborhood of IX(0, ~)~ T*R ~+1, 4--(0, ..., 0, 1) , such that for some q homogeneous of degree 0, the pullback Z* (qP) is of the form ~-0 + if(x, ~') in a conical neighborhood of IX (0, 4).
Here fCC ~176 when ~'#0, and fis homogeneous of degree 1 in the 4' variables. The assumptions imply that f does not change sign for fixed (x', 4') and that f vanishes of degree 3 on IX (0, ~). If we conjugate with a Fourier integral operator of order 0 corresponding to Z, and multiply by a suitable elliptic pseudo-differential operator, we can get the symbol equal to 40+/f(x, ~')+qo (x, 4) in a conical neighborhood of IX(0, ~) apart from terms homogeneous of degree -1 and lower. Here q0 is homogeneous of degree 0, and we may now assume that qo is independent of 4o and vanishes on. IX(0, ~). In fact, by Malgrange's preparation theorem we can find e and r homogeneous of degree -1 and 0 respectively such that qo (X, 4) = e(x, 4)(~o+if(x, 4' ))+r (x, 4') in a conical neighborhood of IX(0, ~). Indeed, when ~,=1 we can do so locally, hence we get this decomposition in a neighborhood of IX (O, ~) by a partition of unity, and may then extend it by homogeneity. If we multiply by a pseudo-differentim operator with symbol 1 -e(x, 4) the term of degree 0 in the symbol becomes r. To show that we may assume that r(x, 4') vanishes on IX(0, ~), we take a(x, 4") elliptic and of degree 0 in the 4" variables, and conjugate the operator by a TM-We then get the symbol 4o + if(x, ~')+ i(Hpa) (x, 4')/a(x, 4')+ r(x, ~') apart from terms of degree -1 and lower. Here Hp is the Hamilton field of p(x, 4)= ~o+if (x, 4") . The term of order 0 in this symbol is equal to 0 on I• ~) if
since Hp=O~, ~ then. This equation is satisfied by a(x, {') = exp (if~~ r(t, x', 4")dr} which is elliptic of order 0 and defined in a conical neighborhood of IX(0, 4). It is clear that in the same way we may successively make the lower order terms independent of 40 and vanishing on J. However, since it suffices to prove Proposition 2.1 when ~_14/15, we may ignore these terms. Thus we obtain the following Lemma 2.2. In the proof of Proposition 2.1 we may assume that a) J=IX (0, ~), where I is a compact interval on the real axis and ~ =(0, ..., 0, 1), b) in a conical neighborhood of J the symbol of P is of the form 4o + if (x, 4") + r(x, ~') , where f and rEC ~ are homogeneous of degree 1 and O, respectively, when I~'l>= l, c) f is real and does not change sign for fixed (x', ~'), d) f and r vanish on J of degree 3 and 1, respectively. Having reduced the symbol microlocally, it is natural to use the spaces /-/~s) 5#'(R "+1) with the norm II I1" ((2)_._if 1~(~)1~ 0 + I~'1~) ~ d~) 1~2
to measure the regularity in the x' variables. We are going to localize these spaces by using operators in the x" variables, depending on the parameter xo. Then, if the symbol of P is of the form ~o+if(x, ~')+r(x, ~'), we can use the calculus in R" and consider x0 as a parameter. Let B=(R, S(I, go)) be the space of bounded C=functions on R with values in S(1, g0). Thus, if OEB~~ go)), ther~ 0EC=(R ~+t) and we have the
for all cr ft. It is easy to see that if 0EB=(R, S(1, go)) then ~ is continuous in 5~ 5~ "+~) and H~s) for all s. We shall now study the connection between H~) regularity and H(~) regularity. Lemma 2.3. a) Let (y, t/')CR 2n+t, t/'r and assume that
is homogeneous of degree 0 for large ~', O(y, r~')r for large r, and ~,'~uEH~), uE~'. Then uEH(~) at (y, ~o, tf) for all ~o. b) Assume that ~" ~0 in WF(u), u~ e', and that uEH(s) at (y, tl o, tl') for all no. Then it follows that O"uEH~) if O(x, ~')EB~(R, S(1, g0)) has support in a sufficiently small conical neighborhood of (y, ~').
Proof of Lemma 2.3 . a) Choose X(~)EC~(R ~+~) homogeneous of degree 0 for large ~,suchthat X(~)=I when I~01<=el~'l+l, and Z(~)=0 when l~01=~C(l~']+l). If 0(x, ~')EB~(R, S(1, g0)), then the composition Z'~O TM is a pseudo-differential operator, which, since [~o[=<C([~'[+l) in supp X, can be computed by the standard calculus (see Sj6strand [6, Appendix] [~_C'([~'[+1) . If
has support in a sufficiently small conical neighborhood of (y, r/'), then ~ ~k w uE H~,).
In fact, this follows since uEH(s) at (y, t/0, t/') for all t/0, and xw~o TM is a pseudodifferential operator which can be computed by the standard calculus. As before, we find that ZW~WuEH(~), because 1~(1+]r162 2 in suppz and X is independent of the x variables. Now we are going to prove that (1-Zw)r for all t. Since Z=I in a conical neighborhood of WF(u), we can choose XI(~)EC=(R "+1) homogeneous of degree 0 for large 4, such that Z1 = 1 in a conical neighborhood of WF(u) and "1 .... u "1 ..... u+q ..... 1 z=l on suppzz. Now ( --Z )qJ =1, -Z )V Z~ t -Z )qJ t -X~')u, where, as before, the symbol of" (1-gw)~wX~ can be computed by the standard calculus.
Since Z=l on suppz~ the calculus gives that (u) where no(x, ~o, ~')=(x, ~'). Proposition 2.5. Assume that P '(x, D) =Do+iF~ (x, D')+ RW(x, D') , where F and RE C ~ (R 2"+~) are bounded functions of x o with values in S(ho z, go) and S(1, go) respectively. Also assume that F is' real, does not change sign for fixed (x', 4") 
fulfills the requirements in Proposition 2.5. We shall prove that Proposition 2.1 follows from Proposition 2.5 by microlocalizing in a conical neighborhood of J. By multiplying with a suitable cut-offfunction we can assume that uEg'. Choose O(x, ~)EC=(R 2"+2) homogeneous of degree 0 for large 4, and with support so close to the rays through d that the symbol of P-P' (P" defined by (2.1) ) is equal to 0 in supp tp, uEH (-1/15) In fact, since P is of the form (2.1) in supp ~b, P is non-characteristic in supp ~k where ~0~0. Since PuEH(o in supp~k, we obtain uEHr in supp$ where ~0#0. Thus, [P, ~k~] uEH(~) on rCol(rc0(J)), and since ~b~'PuEH(,), we get PvEHr on rCo~(rc0(J)). Lemma 2.3 then gives that PvEH~) on ~zo(J). Now, the symbol of P-P" is equal to 0 in supp 0, and the composition (P-P')$~' can be computed by the standard calculus. Thus, (P--P')~k~uEH(t)c H~0 for all positive t, so P'vEH~_lns), and P'vEH~) on rc0(J). By multiplying with a suitable cut-offfunction in x0 we can obtain that v =0 when Ix01 > 1. Proposition 2.5 gives that vEH~0 ) on ~0(J), so Lemma 2.3 implies that vEH<0 ) on J. This proves that Proposition 2.5 implies Proposition 2.1.
In the proof of Proposition 2.5 we shall make a change of scale in the x 0 variable and cut off near ZOo(J). To get uniform estimates we must vary the metric. In what follows, we shall denote by g any metric of the form g=m "go, where m(~') is independent of the x" variables and l<=m<=ho 1. This implies that go~_g and sup g/g*=h2=(m 9 ho)Z<= 1. Now, since g is conformal to go, the following lemma shows that g is a temperate if it is slowly varying, and that we can get a bound on the constants in the definition. (1 + G~I (w~ -wl) 
Proposition 2.7. A~sume that Pl = D o + iF~ (x, Dt) + R'~ (x, D'), where F 1 and

R1EC=(R ~"+1) are bounded functions of Xo with values in S(h-X,g
) and S(1, g) respectively, F 1 is real and does not change sign for fixed (x', r Assume that go and ~ES (1, g) Proof that Proposition 2.7 implies Proposition 2.5. Note that in Proposition 2.7 we do not need the assumption that F1 and R~ vanish on J. However, we need the assumption that u vanishes when Ix01 >6, where 6 depends on ~ and on the bounds on the symbol and the metric. We are going to reduce the proof of Proposition 2.5 to the estimate (2.2) by making a change of scale in the x o variable. In order to get a fixed bound on the symbol after the change of scale, we cut off the symbol in a small neighborhood of J and use the fact that F and R vanish on J. This motivates the following choice of metric. When T~ 1 we put
g(r) = min (T ~, ho 1) go
Since ho 1 is go continuous we find that rain (T 2, ho ~) is uniformly go continuous.
Now go<=g(r) implies that g(r)
is uniformly slowly varying, so Lemma 2.6 gives that g(r) is uniformly a temperate. We shall now microlocalize the symbol in a g(T) neighborhood of n0(J). Choose g~ ~(r) and X(T)~S (1, g(T) ), with fixed bounds on each seminorm and homogeneous of degree 0 for large ~', such that the symbols have support where T2~_ho ~ and where the g(r) distance to the ray through (0, ~') is less than a fixed constant. We also want Cp(T)=I on the part of the ray through (0, ~') where CT2<=ho ~, O(r)=l on supp go(r) and Z(~)=I on supp I]/(T ). Put (2. 3)
(r) and F(T)EC~(R2"+I).
Lemraa 2.8.
S(h~, g(T)) and F(r) and R(r) are uniformly bounded functions of xo with values in S(1, g(T)) respectively, when T~=I and ]Xol<=T-l(l + T-1).
Proof of Lemma 2.8. suffices to prove that (2.4) and (2.5)
Nils Dencker
Since F(r) and R(r) have support where g(r)= T~go,
Since F< S(ho ~, go) uniformly in x o and F vanishes of order 3 on J, we obtain from Taylor's formula that
because XtT) has support where the go distance to the ray through (0, ~') is less than C/T. Since R6 S(1, go) uniformly in Xo and vanishes on J, the same argument
so Leibniz' rule gives (2.4) and (2.5), which proves the lemma.
End of proof that Proposition 2.7 implies Proposition 2.5.
Assume that uC5 a (R "+~) and that u=0 when Ix0[--> 1. Let U~T)(X)=U (TXo, x') , so that U(r)=0 when Ix01 ~I/T. Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 give that for each ~>0 there exists T,~I such that
if T>=T~, where
II Jl;T,,, =
Now we have
so if we make a change of scale in the xo variable, writing Txo instead of Xo, we find
If we replace -P(T) with P'(x, D)=Do+iFW(x, D')+RW(x, D'
) we obtain, since Z(T/=I on supp~(r) and P(r)--P" is of order 1, 
Put u t = C t u and
Ilull (,,,)
This norm is equivalent to llull{,_2) when t>0 and tends to Ilull(=) when t-+0. If uE//(' ~/~5 ) and P'uEH~_~I~5 } then DouEH~_~6/~5). This implies that utEH~I+, } and Dou=C~'DoutEH~ } if t>0 and g~14/15, which we have assumed.
Let Pt=C~'P'(C~-I) ~. Then the symbol of Pt is equal to
4o + iF(x, ~')--({F, C,}/C,) (x, ~') + R(x, ~')
apart from terms with fixed bounds in S(ho, gD, when 0<t<-l. Ignoring these terms for a moment, we find that Pt fulfills the requirements in Proposition 2.5, since F vanishes of degree 3 on J. Hence
if T is large enough, since the terms with symbols bounded in S(ho, go) can be estimated with IIu, ll~_x/~).
Now, the symbols of [~o{T/, C~'] and [~r), C~'] are uniformly bounded in S(h(r},g{T}) when 0<t~l, so we find that
if Tis large enough, u and P'uEH~_m8 } and u has support where [x0[_-<l. If we also assume that 4'#0 in WF (u) and that P'uEH~,) on a0(J), then we find that ,t,~ O,uC r-r' for large T. Thus, for large enough T, the right-hand
side of (2.11) is bounded when t-+0, which implies that ~o(r)uEH~o ) then. This means that uEH~o ) on n0(J ), which proves that Proposition 2.7 implies Proposition 2.5. Proposition 2.7 will be proved in Section 7.
The metric of Beals and Fefferman
In this section we shall define a metric which is a modification of the one used by Beals and Fefferman [1] to prove local solvability for operators satisfying the condition (P). The results in this section were essentially proved by Beals and Fefferman [2] . 
(t, .)~ S(H -~, G) uniformly in t means that
then it follows that there exist el and C1 such that when ]zI<cl rl12, and
when tzl <c~s lz2.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The upper bound is an immediate consequence of Taylor
To get the lower bound we observe that in the case s= [f(0) F(to, w) . This completes the proof of Proposition 3.3.
Estimates for the localized operators
We shall now state and prove the estimates which will be used in the proof of Proposition 2.7. The estimates are adapted to the localizations of the operator corresponding to the Beals--Fefferman metric defined in Section 3. Therefore we shall use symbols with values in f2 and ~r ~, r
The results are refinements of the estimates in H6rmander [3] , including the estimate of Beals and Fefferman (Proposition 4.3) .
Assume that G is a a temperate metric in T*R n, such that sup G/G~ To begin with we do not make any further restrictions on G. In what follows, the estimates will not depend on the metric G, as long as G fulfills the requirements stated and is uniformly a temperate. 
Proof. By regularizing we may assume that HE S(H, G)" Put b = aH1/SE S(H -1, G).
Then b=>0, so Theorem 6.2 in [4] gives bl(
The calculus gives that the symbol for (cW)~bWc '~ is in S~I, G) apart from the first terms given by In what follows we assume, as in Section 3, that G=Hg/h, where h~=H<=h ~17, g=m.g o is uniformly a temperate and 1-<m(~')~hol(~ ') is independent of the x' variables. Since 1 ~h-6/7<-H -1, Lemma 2.6 gives that h -el7, hence h, is a weight for G, for it is obviously G continuous.
For convenience, we change notations and put
when uESe(R'+~). This norm corresponds to the norm I1. ll<~) in Section 2. Since
S(H ~, G) is uniformly bounded in S(h s'~17, G)
when s is positive, we find that 
<-
Let G~=H-~IeG and H~=sup GJG[=(HSI6)2<=I. It is clear that G, is uniformly slowly varying, for G~>=G. Since G~ is conformal to the homogeneous metric go and go~_Ga<=G[, Lemma 2.6 gives that G1 is uniformly a temperate.
The purpose of the metric G~ is that, since S(H -a, G~)=S (H[ 6In, G~) , we may localize a symbol in S(H -~, G) with symbols in S(1, G1) and then apply Proposition 4.1 if the localized symbol is non-negative. Here Ry=[qg} ~, r ~] so {Rj}~ S(Hlh -~, G O c= S(h5/7-~, G1), which implies that
if e is small enough. For small 6 we obtain the estimate for the perturbated operator.
Thus we assume that P( 
((~/jq)Wv, V) ~ -Cllv][ ~ when v~(Rn+l).
The calculus gives that if -w ....
Rj=(~kjq) ~i-q ~j, then {Rj}~S(H~H-Xh -e, G1) ~
S(h 4/r-`, G1), since H~H-I=H4/8<=h a/7. Thus we get (4.9)
~(q~qbyu, q~,fu)~_C~_,[i w = -w ~jull --Z(Rju, ~7u) => -c" (z ll ~'; ull2 + llull~ -v,~)
if e is small enough. The calculus with symbols with values in g= and s t,2) gives that the symbol ~w of _,Y (~}~), [ j, qW] is equal to -i ~' ~j {~, q} apart from an error term in
S(h 417-2~, GI). (Here {~j, q} is the Poisson bracket of ~j and q.) Since this symbol
is imaginary, we find that Note that, by writing -x 0 instead of x0, we get the same estimate if ~bjq is non-positive instead of non-negative.
Proposition 4.3. Assume that P(x, D) = Do+iqW(x, D')+rW(x, D') where q(x, 4") and r(x, ~')EC~(R2n+x), q(x, ~') is real and does not change sign for fixed (x', ~'), and for some constants a and b we have [D~x,D~,q[ <: C~,aal-I~l b~-I~l,
IDx,De,r I <--C~,pa-I~l b-Igl, where a. b >= 1.
Then it follows that for sufficiently small 6 we have the estimate (4.14)
/f uCSa(R"+X) and u=0 where Ixol>~, Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.2, the estimate (4.14) is stable for bounded perturbations. Since the theorem of Calder6n and Vaillancourt gives that r ~ is bounded in L 2, it suffices to prove the proposition when r=0. By making a linear symplectic transformation, we can assume that a=l, and then the proof is given by Beals and Fefferman [1] .
Uniform local solvability of the Hamilton operator
When it is possible to factor the imaginary part of the principal symbol, that is, case iii) in Proposition 3.3, then in order to localize the estimate of Beals--Fefferman (Proposition 4.3) we have to construct operators which approximately commute with P. This means that the corresponding symbol m must satisfy the equation (5.1) Hpm=O when p=0, where Hp is the Hamilton field of the principal symbol p. In the case
where a(x,~')>=O, we obtain Hp=Oo+iaHb when b=0. We shall construct symbols m satisfying (5.1) when b=O. It will then be possible to estimate the corresponding commutator by cutting off near b-l(0) and using Proposition 4.2. Since the purpose is to construct symbols, it is important to obtain non-trivial solutions to (5.1) which are defined in a fixed neighborhood of the origin and have fixed bounds on every x', 3' derivative (in suitable coordinates). H6rmander [3, Section 4] has proved the existence of m satisfying (5.1) when b=0. In this section, we are going to make his results uniform.
Let B = (R k) be the Fr6chet space of functions in C = (R k) with uniform bound in R k for each derivative.
Definition 5.1. We say that QE W if
Qu = Oou+ia(x)Olu
where O<=a(x)EC=(R k+l) and {a(x 0, .), x0ER} is bounded in B~(Rk). A set Min W is called bounded if we have uniform bounds in B=(R k) on {a(x0, .), x0ER} when 00 + ia01 = QE M.
In the case iii) in Proposition 3.3, it is clear that, in suitable G orthonormal coordinates, the Hamilton field on the bicharacteristics is bounded in W.
Since we are going to construct solutions which generate the analytic structure in the (reduced) bicharacteristics (see H6rmander [3, Section 4] ) it is necessary to solve the inhomogeneous equation.
Proposition 5.2. For each bounded set M in W, we can find a neighborhood f2 of the origin in R k+l, such that for each bounded set F1 in B ~ (R k) there exists a bounded set F2 in B~(Rk), such that if QCM, fEC=(R k+l) and f(xo, ")EF1 when xoER, then the equation Qu = f in (2, has a solution uEC=(R k+a) with the property that U(Xo, -)EF2 when x0ER.
The proposition will be proved by using suitable a priori estimates and the Hahn--Banach theorem. To begin with we need the following L ~ estimate. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2.
We shall use the H~s)-norms I]" I]~s), which were defined in Section 2. Now it is clear that, after multiplication with a suitable cutoff function, we may assume thatfhas compact support. Since {f(x0, "), x0~R} is contained in F1, which is bounded in B=(Rk), we find thatfbelongs to a bounded set EC=H~)=c~H~,), that is, -J ( c;, =C0 +2 )+ eN+l +1) 2 , so by choosing s/~+l small enough we obtain (5.10) with N replaced by N+ 1. To prove (5.11) we need the following lemma which will be proved later in this section.
Lemma 5.4. Assume that for some N Ilull~ <= KNIIQ*ulIE, , , 5) The equation (5.15) gives that Oou has fixed bounds in H~oo)(f2), that is, locally in f2.
It is then clear that we get fixed bounds for each x' derivative of u locally in f2. Proof of Lemma 5.4 . We are going to use a metric g~ in T* R k, which depends on the parameter 5, g,(t, z) = ltl2+e~lvl~/(l+e~lC'l 2) at (x', ~').
We assume that 0<5<= 1. It is then easy to see that g, is uniformly a temperate. We find supgJgy = h~ = e2/(l+e21ff'lZ) ~ e 2 at (x', ~').
It is easy to see that h e is uniformly cr, g~ temperate when e~7, which implies that Since vECo ((-6, 5) • UN) the hypothesis of the lemma gives We are now going to estimate the right-hand side of (5.17). Since 0--1 on supp u we find (5.18) 
EN=H~ (h~Jej)
is
E~ Q* v = Eft Q*[O, F2'l u + Eft [Q*, F2'] u + Eft+ lQ* u.
The first term on the right-hand side of (5.18) The second term on the right-hand side of (5.18) To estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (5.22) 
Then we have
We shall prove the estimate <= c([IQ* vL[(-:/,,o + [IvL[(-:/,,~)) when v~SP(Rk+l). This will give us (5.24). 
A~(x, {') = i{a(x), V,({')}{x/r~(~') = i ~k Oxk a (x) ~k ~1 h~ (3').
Thus, we find
Since O<=a~C and lc)~,alNC, it follows that
We are going to prove (5.28) by estimating an approximate square root of a(x)~a. The motivation for this is that, since
we obtain (5.30) [
(aOlu, u)l <-C(llQ* ullZ +[lul]Z).
We can choose Oj 'C~,~V[[ + C[[vfl(-x/4, ~) . , 071011[17 u, u) + (aO 1 ip7 u, ~ly u) ), where the symbols of [By, a] and [a, •y] are in S (1, h[l/2g,) and S(h~ 12, h~-ll2g,) respectively. If we use the estimate ( and we want to find a solution wE C = (Rk+a), such that Iw[<zt/6 in f2 and w(x0, .) is contained in a bounded set in B =(Rk). Now, since QCM, O~a(xo,, . ) is contained in a bounded set in B~(Rk), so Proposition 5.2 gives a neighborhood f2 of the origin in R k+l and a solution w(x)CC=(R k+~) to (5.36) such that w(xo, .) is contained in a bounded set in B = (Rk). As before, we get a bound on grad w in t2. By subtracting w(0) and taking a smaller t'2, we obtain Iwl<~/6 in s Then v=exp (w) is a solution to (5.35) with the desired properties. This completes the proof of Corollary 5.6.
The construction of a local weight function
In this section, we continue the work in Section 5 to construct special solutions to the equation
when Q is in a bounded set in W (see Definition 5.1) . According to H6rmander [3, Theorem 4.6] , such a solution must be an analytic function of the solution u to (6.1) given by Corollary 5.6. Thus, we have to construct analytic functions with certain properties in varying domains.
such that (6.2) (6.3) (6.4) and (6.6) (6.7) (6.8) and (6.9) Rev>=0 in I2,
[D~f [ <= Ck in Nx(o~) for all k >= O.
Proof that Proposition 6.2 implies Proposition 6.1. Let v(x)=f(u(x) ). Then v is defined in f2 if 0 is small enough. Since we have a fixed bound on grad u we can choose 0 independent on QEM so that u(x)ENx (o~c,) When we prove Proposition 6.1 it is no restriction to assume that f2 is contained in the neighborhood given by Corollary 5.6. Thus we may assume that for each QEM we can find uEC~(R k+l) satisfying (6.1) in f2, such that 01u= exp (w) in O, where ]w[<zr/6, and we have a fixed bound for each x" derivative of u. We choose ~c so small that u is defined in the set {xERk+l: max (Ix01, Ix~l, Ix"I) <--~}.
When QEM we take this solution u=u e to (6.1) and let ,o~ --(u(x)EC: Ixol -< a, Ix1[ <-d and x" = 0}, which is defined when 6 and d are less than ,x. When K~ C we denote by N a (K) the set of points in C having euclidean distance to K, dist (z, K), less than 2.
We shall prove Proposition 6.1 by constructing the solution v when x"=0 and then perturb with the parameters x". As indicated before we shall do this by constructing analytic functions in N a (coo). Let wj=u(~0, (-1)ix, O)E?j, j= 1, 2. Then the arc length of the curve between z and wj, (6.10) [0, 119s ~ u(~0, x~+s((-1)Jg-Y~l), 0), j --1, 2, is bounded by e]~l-(-1)Jz[ since 101ul<e then. Now, the distance between z and 7 must be shorter, which proves the upper bound in ii).
To get the lower bound we observe that since the argument Arg (31u) of 01u has absolute value less than 7z/6 and I01ul>e -1, we obtain Re (01u)>31/~/2e.
By projecting the curves (6.10) on the real axis, we find (6.11) Re((--1)J(wj-z)) > 31/212~-(--1)~zl/2e, j = 1, 2.
Since ]Arg (01u)l<rc/6 we have (6.12) We also obtain (6.13) when wEFj\wj, /6, j = 1, l ~ 2zr/3
since OoU=-iaOlu, where a=>0.
If we combine (6.11)--(6.13) we find that
when w~_F, which proves Lemma 6.3.  when zENz(a~Co). For fixed c0<e this can be made smaller than e by choosing 6 small enough. We fix Code and 6<e so that this is the case.
End of proof of Proposition
Choose Cl and c~ so that max (Co, e--6/e)<qdC~de. Since
and Iw-zl>=(e-c2)/2e when zE~oc~ and wEFj, we find that Ref=>O in N~(~o~) if 2 is small enough. As above we can estimate ID~f(z)l < = Ck6~/~r -I/2-k when dist(z, F) => r, so it is clear that we get (6.9) for sufficiently small 2. It remains to prove (6.8) 
Proof of Proposition 2.7
Let P(x,D)=Do+iFW(x,D')+RW (x,D') , where F and REC=(R 2"+1) are bounded functions of x0ER with values in S(h-l,g) and S(1, g) respectively, Fis real and does not change sign for fixed (x', ~'). Here the metric g is a temperate, conformal to the metric ]dx'lZ+ ]d~'lz/(1 + WI 2) in T'R", which we denote by go, so that g=m.go, Then we find that where l~m2(~')<-(1 + ]~'12) is independent of the x" variables. h 2 =sup gig"<-1. As in Sections 2 and 4, we shall use the norms I1 11 (,, = ((2=) f lz~(g')12 h(g') -e* d~) ~/~ when uESa(R"+I). Assume that q)and 0ES (1, g ) and that 0=I on suppq~. Then we shall prove that for every e >0 there exists 5 >0 such that Fefferman metric defined in Section 3 and using the estimates in Section 4. It will follow from the proof that 5 and C do not depend on P and g as long as the symbol of P has a fixed bound on every seminorm and g is uniformly ~ temperate. gives that G is uniformly a temperate if this is the case for g, and F has a fixed bound on every seminorm in S(h -~, g). Then we also obtain that F has a fixed bound on every seminorm in S(H -~, G), and since g<-G we find that a bounded set in S(1, g) is uniformly bounded in S(1, G). Choose a symbol {q~k}ES(1, G) with values in f~ so that ~, (pk~=l on supp q~. We can choose the support of (Ok SO close to (Xk, r that G only varies with a fixed factor in supp ~0 k. If we put G k--Gg,,r and compose suitable cut-off functions with the G k distance to (Xk, ~k), it follows from [4, Lemma 2.5] that we can construct symbols {Ok} and {Zk}E S(1, G) with values in g2, such that Ok = 1 on supp q~, and ~(k= 1 on supp ~k"
It is clear that we can choose these symbols non-negative and with support so small that G and g only vary with a fixed factor in supp Xk and that we have one of the cases i)--iii) in Proposition 3.3 there. By shrinking the supports we may assume that 0_-> 1/2 on supp )~k, for all k. Later in the proof (see case HI) below) we shall pose additional restrictions on supp ~0k, but this will only change the seminorms of the symbols (see [4, Lemma 2.5] Since ~, ~p~ = 1 on supp ~0, the calculus gives as in the proof of Proposition 4.1 that
where r~ S(H 2, G) c= S(h12/7, G), so we obtain
Thus it suffices to prove that for every e>0 there exists 6>0 such that [[2) if u~SP(R "+1) has support where [xo]=<fi. In fact, for sufficiently small fi the estimates (7.2)---(7.4) imply (7.1). We shall prove (7.4) by estimating the terms in the cases I)~III).
I) Let /s be the set of all k for which hnlT/C~_H<=h 8/7 in supp Fk. Then {Fk}KCS (h -6/7, G) [(dbk, w) [2/ak(w) 
Since Gk=H~G~ we find that the Hamilton field//b~ transforms to a vector field with fixed upper and lower bounds in a fixed neighborhood of the origin. Since 3~Hb=H~b~ we also get fixed bounds for all derivatives of the vector field.
Let ~k(z)=ak (X, 4' and ]Xol<6o. This we could have required from the beginning, but it would have been difficult to motivate then. With this condition we obtain that CPk/mkES (1, G) uniformly when ]x0I<60. Thus we find 
~ ]lm'~Pul[ 2 <= C([I@'~Pull~) + Ileu[]~-ln/la))
if e is small enough. Since Zk = 1 on supp mk we obtain as in the proof of (7.9) (7.22)
~ Iim'~ (ek--P )ull 3 <= ClIul[~-l/le).
The calculus with symbols with values in E 2 and s g3) gives that the symbol of the commutator [Pk, m'[] Then, as before, we obtain that 0kC S(1, G1) uniformly. Now 0k~ 1 with equality in a neighborhood of the zeros of b k and O k= 1 on supp O k. Thus we obtain that (1--0k)=l on supp(1--0k) and (1--0k)=>0 with equality in a neighborhood of the zeros Ofbk. Since Xk=l on suppM k we find for small e. If we combine the estimates (7.27)--(7.30) we obtain (7.25), which finishes the proof of Lemma 7.2.
